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Accompany your prayers
with an incense
and your words will reach 'God '
transported by an
Odorous exhalation
telling him of your
gratitude & devotion
- Veda - Ancient India
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Fragrance - The signal of holy presence on Earth
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"Agarbathi (Incense Sticks) Manufacture Made Simple " has been created especially
for self - education, but can equally be used as an aid to start as small unit. However
complex the subject, the reader is led step by step clearly and methodically
throughout the book. The copy for each chapter has been prepared with due
consideration to all aspects, covering the whole subject, taking into account Modern
Chemistry, and present availability of raw materials, to ensure the most effective way
of acquiring knowledge.

This book is sold, subject to the condition that it shall not by way of trade or
otherwise be lent, resold, hired out, or otherwise circulated without the author's
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on the subsequent purchaser.
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The author makes no warranties of any kind of nature with respect to technical
assistance or information provided by him.
No claim is made on the toxicity or otherwise during burning of the Agarbathi,
the perfume compound or Aromatic Chemicals.
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FOREWORD

This book carries the study of Agarbathi manufacture from the laboratory testing
scale to the higher level required by people who are interested in setting up their own
units. It needs the attention of people thinking of starting their own unit as well as
those who are already in the trade.

CONTENTS
1.

INTRODUCTION

In writing this book I have assured that the reader has already some knowledge of
business and the capacity of selling goods.

2.

AGARBATHI RAW MATERIALS

3.

MANUFACTURE OF AGARBATHIES

In preparing this book, I have received considerable help from the All India
Agarbathi Manufacturers Association, Bangalore and the Karnataka Agarbathi
Manufacturers Association, Mysore, who have supplied technical data and reference
material.

4.

PERFUME AND PERFUMING OF AGARBATHIES

5.

THE USE OF FRAGRANCE IN AGARBATHIES

6.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF PRODUCTS AS INCENSE

7.

Some personalities of this trade have given me important articles to go through
and have helped me to see a practical demonstration how traditional Agarbathies were
made. Information was also made available by Karnataka Agarbathi Manufacturers
Association, Mysore. and All India Agarbathi Association, Bangalore.
-Kashinath Patwardhan
29-03-2005

KAP SYSTEM
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BASE AGARBATHI RAW MATERIAL
Out of 18,000 species of Indian flora 1,300 species are known to have fragrant
essence bearing roots, stems, barks, twigs, leaves, fruits, berries, flowers and seeds.
A secret formula for the base mixture called NOORVA can be created by the
permutation and combination of the above mentioned essence bearing items of
natural origin. The secret of mixing and preparing the desired Noorva was a part of
the family heritage bequeathed from one generation to another. Today fashioning of
agarbathies in India combines the inherited art with sophisticated production
methods, resulting in agarbathies with an amazing array of fragrances. Some of the
known and available items for Noorva are as follows : as the industry took roots in the
Southern parts of India, Most of the names are in Indian Languages viz : Kannada,
Telugu, Tamil, Hindi & Sanskrit.
Animal and Marine :

INTRODUCTION
From time immemorial, man has been fascinated by the fragrance of Nature
and has every time tried to bring this fragrance right into surroundings so that he might
enjoy it further.
In our Hindu mythology, it was a way of life to evoke the blessings of the Almighty
for the victory of good over evil. All evil thoughts and portents had to be driven out
and the atmosphere cleared of all evil smells. Thus, the habit of burning incense,
barks and herbs formed a part of rituals. In our traditional books we have a well
defined and developed method of performing Yagna and the Havana Samagri
contains names of numerous fragrant herbs, leaves, barks, etc., that were burnt during
the performance of Yagna.
There are 16 different modes of spiritual and devotional offerings made on special
occasions which are described in the Agama Shastra. These are being followed even
today during worship. From the Vedic period to the present day devotional use of
incense, later agarbathies, has become custom which has been passed on from
generation to generation. As times changed, some or all odoriferous substances
described in the Havana Samagri became available as Dhoop Mixture. Dhoop when
sprinkled upon heated coal emitted smoke with fragrance. This was a convenient
method of creating a fragrant, atmosphere. A much easier method was innovated,
most probably, in the Southern States of India of rolling this fragrance emitting
mixture (Dhoop) over thin splinters or sticks of Bamboo which when lit wafted
fragrance through the smoke. These came to be known as Agarbathi / Incense / Joss /
Dhoop Sticks and so on.

1. Nakla ( Cuttle Fish Wing)
2. Ambergris
3. Civet
4. Musk
Natural Oils :
1. Sandal Oil and Khus Oil
2. Flower Oil (now called Attars)
3. Rose
4. Jasmine (Chameli)
5. Kewra
6. Khus (Vetivert)

The Agarbathi is the most convenient form of spreading perfume and fragrance. It
is also a quite safe method.
The soothing fragrance of agarbathi creates a mood of serenity, bringing
tranquility and concentration of mind. Agarbathies are also used in everyday life as air
fresheners and to enliven the surroundings.

Miscellaneous Items :
1. Honey
2. Jonibella (Jaggery)
3. Rose & Kewra Water
4. Attar residues and other residues, ex : Sandal & Hina
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Bamboo :
Babusa Bambos Voss F : Granurae Bambusa Tulda Roxb. Tall plant with hard hollow jointed
stem, belonging to the grass family available in Karnataka, Tripura, Assam, Orissa, Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and other places, Normally, good finished splinters are available with
Agarbathi Dealers. Care must be taken not to store it in wet and humid condition as fungus
may develop and reduce the strength of the stick.
Sandal Wood :
Known botanically world wide as Santalum Album Linn, it is a valuable, precious gift of nature
to India. Available for agarbathi manufacture as Sandalwood Balloon Dust and Spent Wood
Dust (waste product after oil has been extracted). It is used as a filler in Agarbathi Manufacture.

Some of the Incense bearing barks, stems herbs & flowers are as follows :
F - Family Name. B.N. - Botanical Name
:
:

1.

Halmaddi

F
B.N.

2.

Aarura, Perumavam

F
B.N.

:
:

Simarubaceae
Alianthus Triphysa Alston

3.

Kust, Pachuk

F
B.N.

:
:

Compositae
Saussurea Lappa Clake

4.

Nair

F
B.N.

:
:

Rutacceae
Skimmaia Laureola Sieb & Zucc

5.

Chandini, Tagara

F
B.N.

:
:

Apocyanaceae
Tapernaemontana Coronaria Wild

6.

Ain, Asan

F
B.N.

:
:

Combrataceae
Terminalia Tomenotosa W & A

7.

Divana Babul

F
B.N.

:
:

Leguminosae
Accacia Farnesiana Wild

8.

Vacha, Gorbach

F
B.N.

:
:

Araccae
Acorus Calamum Linn

9.

Bel Bilva

F
B.N.

:
:

Rutaceae
Argle Marmelos Correa

10.

Agar

F
B.N.

:
:

Thymelaceae
Aquilaria Agallocha Roxb

Simarubaceae
Ailanthus Malabarca
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NOTES

NOTES

26.

Kamini Marchulla

:
F
B.N. :

Rutaceae
Murraya Oleifera lam

11.

Salai Dhup, Sallaki

: Burseracceae
F
B.N. : Boswellia Serrata Roxb

27.

Keora, Ketki, Ketuki

:
F
B.N. :

Pandanaceae
Pandanus Tectorius Sol

12.

Punnaga, Sultana Champa

:
F
B.N. :

Gulliferae
Calophyllum Inophyllum Linn

28.

Pachouli

:
F
B.N. :

Labiatae
Pogostemom Heyneanus Benth

13.

Cananga Ylang Ylang

:
F
B.N. :

Annonacea
Canangium Odoratum Baill

29.

Ghela Maniphal

:
F
B.N. :

Rubiaceae
Randia brandissi Gamble

14.

Dalchini

:
F
B.N. :

Lauracea
Chinnamomum Zeylanicum Breyn

30.

Chandan

:
F
B.N. :

Santalaceae
Santalum Album Linn

15.

Amb Halad, Kachura

:
F
B.N. :

Zingiberaceae
Curcuma Zedoaria Rose

31.

Methi, Fenugrek

:
F
B.N. :

Leguminaeceae
Trigonella Foenumgraecum Linn

16.

Motha, Mustaka

:
F
B.N. :

Cyperaceae
cyperus Rotundus Linn

32.

Khus - Khus, Vativer

:
F
B.N. :

Gramineae
Nativeria Zizanioides Nash

17.

Jirhap, Machino

:
F
B.N. :

Ericaceae
Gaultheria Fragrantissima Wall

33.

Banaf Shah, Violet

:
F
B.N. :

Vidaceae
Viola odoranta Linn

18.

Dulaba Champa

:
F
B.N. :

Zingiberaceae
Hedychium Coronarium Koenig

34.

Jiban, Charcoal Tree

:
F
B.N. :

Ulmaceae
Trema Orientalis Blime

19.

Kapurkachari

:
F
B.N. :

Zingerberaceae
Hedychium Spicatum Buch-Ham

35.

Sonchampa, Frangipani

:
F
B.N. :

Apocynaceae
Flumeria Rubra Linn Forma Rubra &
irani Comb Nov

20.

Henna, Mehndi

:
F
B.N. :

Lytharaceae
Lawsonia Inermis Lin

21.
Dhup

:
F
B.N. :

Nagksar, Surigi, Surgini

36.

Burceraceae
Canarium Euphyllum Kurz

:
F
B.N. :

Gulliferae
Mammea Longifolia Planch & Trian

22.
Scedhup

:
F
B.N. :

Nagchampa

37.

Pinaceae
Juniprus Macropopa Boiss

:
F
B.N. :

Gulliferae
Mesua Ferrea Linn

23.
Muskh Dana, Musk Mallow

:
F
B.N. :

Champaka

38.

Malvaeceae
Amelmoschus Moschatus Medic

:
F
B.N. :

Magnoliaceae
Michelia Champaca Linn

24.
Rohu

:
F
B.N. :

Bakul, Ovalli

39.

Lauraceae
Cinnamomum Cedidaphne Meissn

:
F
B.N. :

Sapotaceae
Mimusops Elengi Linn

25.
Luban

:
F
B.N. :

Mungna, Sainjna

40.

Burseraceae
Boswellia Sernata Roxb

:
F
B.N. :

Moringaceae
Moringa Oleifera Lam
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MANUFACTURE OF AGARBATHI (INCENSE)
Various ingredients from the above list are selected and proportionately mixed
according to the formula of the proprietor of the firm. This mixture is normally a
closely guarded secret. The ingredients are well sieved and mixed with water to make
a semisolid paste. This serves as a binding material cum paste and is directly rolled
over the bamboo splinter with evenness and consistency.
The earlier agarbathis must have started this way :
The ingredients of Havana Samhagri constitute a number of items. Dhoop also
contains a similar mixture of these items. Considering the useful property of
Machilus Macarantha ancestors must have thought of rolling the mass on bamboo
for convenience and so the first agarbathi was developed materials adding Machilus
Macarantha to it.
The primitive form of rolling bathies in the Southern States of India was known
as Kainchi Bathi, most popular in and around Mysore. This contained more of
Noorva and less of binding materials. Here the worker applied the wet mass the
whole of the bamboo stick with two fingers ( the thumb and the index finger) and
fitted this with a flat bamboo strip known as Dabbe from the rolling desk allowing
few minutes to dry up and then rolled it with both palms and finished with the right
forearm. This process is slow and time consuming. The Kainchi system was later
discarded in favor of an easier method, known as Balen Bathi. This convenient
process can be used for large scale production; it is most practical one. The process is
as follows;
1. Paste Making :
The items mentioned are kept in different containers on the table. Many
permutations and combinations with the material are possible excluding Jigatu,
which is to be in the proportion of 1:1. By decreasing Jigatu we may have broken
bathies on drying, or the paste may not stick to the bamboo at all. Increasing Jigatu,
we may have a very hard layer of paste over bamboo which will not give the desired
result. Some of the varieties are as follows :
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40. Ralu Doopa

: Burseracceae
F
B.N. : Canarium Strictum Roxb

41. Kulirmauv, Gulmavu

:
F
B.N. :

Lauraceae
Machilus Macrantha

42. Deodar

:
F
B.N. :

Pinaceae
Cedrus Deodara Loud

43. Keshar Zafran

:
F
B.N. :

Iridaceae
Crocus Sativus Linn

44. Karpura

:
F
B.N. :

Boraginaceae
Ehretia Laevis Roxb

45. Halmaddu

:
F
B.N. :

Sapotaceae
Mimusops Elengi L

46. Guguladhoopa

:
F
B.N. :

Simaroubaceae
Ailanthus Triphysa, Nalabaricum

White Chips :
The Bark of Sandalwood having a miniscule quantity of oil is powdered and sold to
Agarbathi Manufactuerers as White Chips.
Sawdust :
Pulverised wood powdered to the mesh of 100 - 200 which has no bad odour on
burning and is neutral in combustions.
Noorva :
Mixture of odoriferous fibrous materials and other fragrant substances that have the
property of combustion.
Melnoorva :
This is a similar form of Noorva Containing numerous odoriferous fibrous materials
that have the property of combustion, but is applied over the rolled mass, so that the
bathis, when rolled should not stick to each other as well as to the hands of the worker
who rolls the mass over the stick.
This Melnoorva normally contains Charcoal Dust in the ratio 1:2 and Jigatu in 2-3%.
The addition of Jigatu helps in keeping the palms free from the sticky material after
agarbathies are dried.
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To make approximately, 1,400 gms of Bathi :
Different combinations are as follows ;

Ingredients used in making Masala, Flora, Darbar Agarbathies :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Various ingredients are added to make a masala bathi.
Few materials are as under:
Dust (Known Generally as Kuppam Dust)
Charcoal (Best Quality)
Jigatu (Best Quality Adhesive)

.....................................
.....................................
.....................................

100 gms.
200 gms.
150 gms.

Honey (Natural and Pure, Moisture Free)
Halmaddi / Shilaras (Gum Resin)

......................................
.....................................

400 gms.
200 gms.

Perfume (Approved Sample)

.....................................

150 gms.

Total ..........

1200 gms.

Heat honey and halmaddi or silaras in a separate vessel to get a homogenious
mass. To this add the above powder mix along with the perfume. If required add little
quantity of water. (Not more than 15 grams). And make a mellow dough.
The above dough is ready for rolling over bamboo splits. The rolled bathi is
rolled over NOORVA made as under :
5 to 15 grams of perfume to be added to white dust and seived to get uniform
perfumed dust.
Allow 24 hours after rolling to mature.
The agarbathi is ready for sale as this does not require drying.
By deleting kuppam dust and adding equal quantities of Herbal powder mixture
(which is a secret of the manufacture) you get special effects difficult to duplicate.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Jigatu
Charcoal
Bamboo
Melnoorva

I

500
500
250-400
100-150

III
500
Jigatu
250
White Chips/Noorva
250
Charcoal
250-400
Bamboo
100-150
Melnoorva
V
500
Jigatu
500
Spentwood dust/Noorva
250-400
Bamboo
100-150
Melnoorva

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

II
500
Jigatu
500
White Chips/Noorva
250-400
Bamboo
100-150
Melnoorva
IV
500
Jigatu
250
Sandalwood dust/Noorva
250
Charcoal
250-400
Bamboo
100-150
Melnoorva
VI
500
Jigatu
250
White Chips/Noorva
250
Sandalwood Dust
250-400
Bamboo
100-150
Melnoorva

The above ingredients are to be mixed with sufficient quantity of water to make a
semi solid paste. This paste is to be wrapped in plastic paper from which small
quantities are to be taken on the rolling table to roll on a bamboo splinter.
The above paste or dough serves as the binding material on the bamboo. After
rolling the stick, the wet stick is again passed through the dry powder called Melnoorva
so that each stick does not adhere to the other rolled bathies. Normally, the ends left
blank or naked are 1.25 inches to 1.5 inches for an 8 inch bamboo splinter and 2 inches
for a 9 or 10 inch splinter. These are dried under shade and naked tips are coloured
with different colours, which are decorative, appealing and for identification.

OTHER TYPES OF AGARBATHIES
The other agarbathies are of the following types :
1. Masala Bathies
2. Darbar Bathies
3. Loban Bathies
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3. LOBAN AGARBATHIES
Procedure of Manufacture is as mentioned for Loban Bathi. With reference to the
Balen bathi earlier mentioned, after shade drying, the bath is ready for further
processing, i.e., perfuming.
METHOD OF PERFUME APPLICATION
Perfume is brush sprayed, sprinkled or dipped in the perfume. The consumption
of perfumes may be controlled between 175 g to 300 g per kilo of agarbathi by brush
spraying or sprinkling.
On dipping, the bathi absorbs 250 to 350 g of perfume in normal condition.
The Agarbathi is kept overnight so that the perfume is evenly absorbed by the dried
paste on the bamboo; It must be noted that the agarbathi is further taken for packing.
Perfumes are available as " Ready to dip blends " made by several well known,
organised Perfumery Houses; Some houses have also gone to the extent of giving
some accords of perfume blending.
Making a perfume is always an art, and making an agarbathi perfume requires a lot
of skill and patience.

Perfume
Loban (R. Benzoin)
Charcoal
Saltpetre
Jigatu

50 g
100 g
250 g
25 g
250 g

The above ingredients are to be mixed with water to make a paste. Procedure of
rolling the mass over bamboo splints is same as balen bathi.
This paste is to be rolled on thick bamboo sticks and rolled in Melnoorva to avoid
sticking of wet bathi to the rolling table or to the palms of the roller. Melnoorva
contains the following :
375 g
White Chips
50 g
Perfume
q.s.
Colour (according to choice)
Silarasa is prepared as follows :
1kg of Rosin is heated along with 900 gms of suitable oil. To improve the odour value
10 gms of Phenyl Acetic Acid flakes (Jasmine flakes) are added. This paste is kept in
water to avoid hardening.
These Masala / Darbar / Loban agarbathies are ready to use and no further perfuming
is necessary.

OTHER TYPE OF MASALA AGARBATHIES

MAKING THE PERFUME
The perfumer must have intimate knowledge of perhaps a thousand aromatic
substances. He must be familiar with the odour value of each, its source and the
characters that determine its quality, as well as its floral type and blending range. The
principle of blending is :
1. Choose and work out a harmony or a pleasant combination of harmonies,
original, agreeable and carefully completed.
2. Perfect the top not which harmonies with the base
3. Complete the basic note so that it harmonises with the general characteristics
note of the perfume as a whole.
The requirement of a good perfume is that it should have a fashionable odour
18

AMBER CHANDAN BATHI
250 g.
Charcoal / White Chips
250 g.
Jigatu
15 g.
Saltpetre
50 g.
Sandal Perfume
25 g.
Vanillin
25 g.
Phenyl Acetic Acid Flakes
25 g.
Amber
AMBRI HEENA
250 g.
Charcoal / White Chips
250 g.
Jigatu
15 g.
Saltpetre
50 g.
Amber Solid
25 g.
Henna
25 g.
Sandal

KASTURI CHANDAN BATHI
250 g.
Charcoal / White chips
250 g.
Jigatu
15 g.
Saltpetre
50 g.
Cedar wood
50 g.
Musk
CHANDAN BATHI
Charcoal / White Chips
Jigatu
Saltpetre
Sandal
Vanillin

250 g.
250 g.
15 g.
100 g.
20 g.
17

AROMA CHEMICALS NORMALLY USED TO
MAKE PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS
ROSE
A) CITRONELLOL
RODHINOL
GERAINIOL
PHENYL ETHYL ALCOHAL
DI METHYL OCTANOL
ALDEHYDE C - 8
ALDEHYDE C - 12
PADMA 50%
PHENYL ACETIC ACID
ROSE OXIDE
B) ROSE OTTO
GERANIUM
GAUIWOOD
PATCHOLI
C) KAPROSE
D) BENZOPHENONE
AURANTIOL
BENZYL ACETATE
BROMOSTYROLE
CINNAMIC ALD
CITRAL
ROSE CRYSTAL
IONONE
LINALOOL
MUSK KETONE

Basically creation of a perfume is an art and it can be achieved by formal training
and followed by several years of " on the job " experienced whereform the trainee
hopefully emerges well balanced in attitude between a systematic approach to a
experimental compounding and the ability to satisfy the market demands with
minimum fuss and minimum expenditure of time and money.

JASMINE
A) BENZYL ACETATE
ALPHA AMYL CINNAMIC ALD
JASMINE ABS
INDOLE
HYDROXYL CITRONELLOL
PHENYL ETHYL ALCHOHAL
P.C.P.A
LINALOOL / ACETATE
CINNAMIC ALCOHAL
METHYL ANTHRANILATE
ALD C - 8
ALD C - 9
ALD C - 14

It is even today, perfumes labs in many small incense unit have selves set up step wise in semi circular tiers one above another, where arrays of bottles containing the
the ingredients more frequently used for composition of perfumes are kept and this is
known as " Perfumery Organ ".
The arrangement is convenient for the perfumer who is working with a sensitive
weighing balance and a note book with a pencil to write down a the combination
arrived.
Perfumer has to work with full concentration, Perfumer must be aware of the new
aroma chemicals in the market along with the price and the he must always upgrade
his/her knowledge regarding new arrivals.

B) YLANG - YLANG
BOIS - DE - ROSE
BERGAMOT
CELERY SEED
GERANIUM
PERU BALSAM
STYRAX
CIVET
BENZOIN
C) KAPJAS
D) P - CRYSOL
BENZYL SALICILATE
TERPINOL
20
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LILAC

JASMINE
50
200
10
50
30
10
200
10
30
30
100
150
5
25
20
50
30

BENZYL ACETATE
TERPINIOL
BROMOSTYROLE
HELIOTROPINE
ANISIC ALD.
METHYL ANTRANILATE
HYDROXY CITRONELLOL
CYCLAMEN ALD
ALPHA - ACA
MUSK XYLOL
STYRAX - R
PETTIGRAIN
KAPILAC
COUAMARIN
ALDEHYDE C - 11
RODHINOL
P.A.A 50%

GERANIUM
CLOVE
SANDAL
VATIVERT
PATCHOLI
MUSK XYLOL
SANTYLYL ACETATE
ISO BORNEOL
CIVET
CEDARWOOD

50
50
600
50
20
20
10
25
25
150
1000

SANDAL

HYDROXY CITRONELLAL
CITRONELLOL
RODHINOL
P.E.A
INDOLE
LINALOOL

SANDAL
ISO Borneyl Acetate
CEDARWOOD
VATIVERT

SANDAL WOOD
PADMA
CLYCLEMEN ALD

ALPHA SANTALENE
METHYL IONONE
BORNOL
PATCHOULI
ISO VATERALDEHYDE

KAPILAC

KAPISANTAL

ALD C - 10
ALD C - 12 (L)
CINNAMIC ACID
HELIOTROPINE
ETHYL VANILLIN
METHYL HEPTINE CARBONATE

SANTALYL ACETATE
CAUMARIN

SOME ACCORDS ARE GIVEN AS FOLLOWS :
ROSE

1000

PEA
RODHINOL
IONONE
CINNAMIC ALOCHOL
ROSE CRYSTALS
KAP ROSE
CITRONELLOL
GERANIUM
ALD - C - 10
HYDROXY CITRONELLOL
GERANYL ACETATE
PATCHOULI
DAMASCONE

SANDAL
CEDARWOOD
SANDELA
CIVET
KAPSAN
KAPRAN
CLOVE
DI METHYL OCTANOL
CAPINONE
ISO BORNEOL

LILAC

30
60
1
3
4
2
-

13
70
5
10
2
-

60
10
1
4
10
12
3

JASMINE
150
200
100
100
50
50
200
50
2
50
38
08
02
100

100

100

100

BENZYL ACETATE
PETTGRAIN
PEA
BERGAMOTE
ALDHYDE C -8
ALPHA A.C.A
CIVET
M. ANTRANILATE
TERPINIOL
LINALOOL
LINALYL ACETATE
IONONE
DHIJ
INDOLE
PCPA
HEDIONE

200
80
100
100
2
40
3
50
100
50
50
50
50
25
50
50
100
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JASMINE
Benzyl Acetate
Alhpa amyl cinnamic aldehyde
Benzyl Propionate
P. Cresyl Iso Butyrate
Dimethyl benzyl Carbinyl Acetate
Benzyl Alchohol
Linalyl Acetate
Methyl Antranilate
Indole 10% ( diluted in DEP)
Bergamot
Cinnamic Alcohol
Linalool
Para Crysol
Terpineol
Para Cresyl Phenyl Acetate
Aldehyde C 10
R. Tolu
Kapjas - A
Kapmor - 3Y
Phenyl Ethyl Alcohol
Liquid Amber

FLORAL BOUQUET
ROSE
LILAC
JASMINE
HYDROXY CITRONELLOL
TERPINEOL
METHYL IONONE
LIQUID AMBER
VETIVERT
PATCHOULI
SANDALWOOD OIL
LINALYL ACETATE
BERGAMOT
KAPLIN
ETHYL VANILLIN
METHYL AMBERTTE
COUMARINE
ALDEHYDE C 11
ALDEHYDE C 12 M.N.A
ALDEHYDE C 12 LAURIC
ALDEHYDE C 6
KAPBRO

40
13
6
10
3
1
2
2
4
10
5
1.5
0.5
2

10
20
10
10
5
10
5
1
1
1
1
16

20
24
5
17
3
3
2
3
2
9.5
5
1
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
3

100

100

100

20
5
1
1
20
12
1
5
5
10
5
1
3
10
1

40
10
5
2
4
2
1
10
1
5
2
5
11
-
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20
6
1
10
1
10
5
2
3
10
1

100

100

100

30
10
10
10
10
1
25
1.5
1.5
2
3
3
100

30
20
10
10
3
2
10
1
2
12
1
3
2
100

40
10
10
10
5
1
2
0.5
5
-5
0.5
2
7
100

LILAC
Hydroxy Citronellol
Cinnamic Alcoholl
Terpineol
Benzyl Acetate
Linalool
Heliotropine
Anisic Aldehyde
Phenyl Ethyl Alcohol
Resinoid Styrax
Phenyl Aceta Aldehyde 50%
Indole ( diluted in DEP)
Rhodinol
Alpha A.C.A
Aldehyde C11
Kaplila
Kapilac
Petitgrain
24
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Some new accords are made available for your reference :GARDENIA

PARIJATHA
AURANTIOL
LINALYL ACETATE
INDOLE
GERANIOL
LINALOOL
ALPHA TERPINIOL
PHENYL ETHYL ALCOHOL
ALDEHYDE C10

50
10
10
5
20
15
30
5

LYRAL
JASMINE BASE....
AURANTIOL
CAUMARINE
PADMA
MUSK .T
ALPHA I IONONONE
PHENYL ETHYL ALCOHOL
LINALOOL
LINALYL ACETATE
DI METHYL BENZYL CARBINIOL
BENZYL ACETATE
ALPHA TERPINIOL
CITRONELLOL

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
ALDEHYDE C12 LAURIC
ALDEHYDE C12 MNA
CITRAL
LYRAL
ISO EUGENOL

3
2
5
10
2

40
5
5
1
1
1
1
20
2
4
1
10
10
9

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
ISO EUGENOL
ALDEHYDE C10
ALDEHYDE C16

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH
BERGAMOT, YLANG YLANG, JASMINE

15
1
1

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH
BERGAMOT, PETTITGRAIN, YLANG YLANG, SANDAL, VATIVERT
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CHYPRE

LILY OF THE VALLEY
LYRAL
CYCLAMEN ALDEHYDE
LINALYL ACETATE
HELIOTROPINE
HEXYL CINNAMIC ALDEHYDE
ALPHA - IONONE
INDOLE
PHENYL ETHYL ALCOHOL
ALPHA TERPINIOL
CITRONELLOL
LINALOOL
BENZYL ACETATE
CIS - 3 - HEXYL ACETATE

10
10
25
10
20
15
5
40
40
40
40
20
1

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
5
2

YLANG YLANG
CINNAMIC ALCOHOL

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH CLARYSAGE OIL,
ROSE, VETIVERYL ACETATE

FOUGERE
LAVENDER
ISO BORNYL ACETATE
CAUMARINE
P.T.B.C.H.A
R. GALBANUM
O.T.B.C.H.A
GALAXOLIDE
PATCHOULI
VATIVERT
METHYL IONONE
LINALOOL

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
BENZYL SALICYLATE
DIMETHYL BENZYL CARBINIOL
VANILLIN

10
5
3
5
10
5
5
5
3
2
5

SANDALA
CAUMARINE
VATIVERT OIL
PATCHOULI
LINALOOL
METHYL IONONE
OAKMOSS
LAVENDER
VANILLIN
R. BENZOIN
GALAXOLIDE

10
5
5

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH
BERGAMOT, ORANGE OIL, YLANG YLANG
CIVET, R. BENZOIN

20
3
4
5
1
5
5
5
2
2
10

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
LAVENDIN
LINALYL ACETATE

5
10

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH CLARYSAGE OIL, ANETHOLE
28
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SANDAL
CONES & DHOOP STICKS
This is the earliest form of burning the Aromatic herbs, wood and the like and has from
times immemorial played an important part in religious ceremonies.
The burning of the Aromatic material has persisted through the ages and is extremely wide
spread geographically. Incense cones of various types made are as follows :

SANDALA
SANDALORE/ SANDRANOL/BACDANOL
CASTOREUM 10%
GERANIUM DB
VANILLIN

100
20
10
10
1

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
I.

a) Coal
b) Jigatu ( Mucilaginous binding agent)
c) Perfume..........q.s

II. a) Sandalwood Powder
b) Jigatu

700 g.
300 g.

POLYSANTOL
SANDAL MYSORE CORE
BRAMANOL

700 g.
300 g.

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH

1
1
1

SANDALWOOD OIL / JAVANOL
III. a) Coal
b) Perfume ( Woody, Oriental)
c) Balloon Dust / Noorva
d) Jigatu

300 g.
250 g.
300 g.
300 g.

This above mass is mixed with water so that finished product is damp and adherent.
This can be easily pressed into a conical shape, dried, placed on an ashtray and lighted
to give a desired fragrance. Some of the other odoriferous substances added are
olibanum, benzoin, Myrrh, Labdanum, Styrax, Maxtic, Tolu, Peru and other oleoresins,
and balsams, Sandal, Deodary (Cedar) and other wood, clove and cinnamon bark,
Vetiver Patchouli, Citronella and other various. Essential oils and finally, number of
crystalline synthetics of sweet persistent odour. like Vanillin, Coumarin, heliotropine,
Yara Yara, Phenyl Acetic Acid flakes, and synthetic musks, Amber and Civet.

VIOLET
ALPHA IONONE
BETA IONONE
METHYL IONONE
ALDEHYDE C12
JASMINE
HELIOTROPINE
MUSK .T
PHENYL ETHYL ALCOHOL
LINALOOL
BENZYL ACETATE

60
50
10
3
20
10
5
10
10
20

OTHER AROMA CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE ADDED
In recent times, the paste being made is pressed into vermicelli type long sticks by an
electrical motor attached to a machine. These sticks are dried in shade. A stand made
of ceramic or tin is provided by the manufacturer. By inserting one end of the stick
into the small slot, the opposite end is lighted . The fragrance emitted depends upon
the thickness of the dhoop sticks.
The traditional hand - rolled Agarbathi is slowly changing to machine - made as
machines are being developed to roll the Bathi.
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EUGENOL
LYRAL
VANILLIN

5
10
5

THE ODOUR CAN BE ENHANCED WITH
ROSE, VATIVERT, R. BENZOIN
29

Powdered Incense :
Pulverized powders of natural material are saturated with perfume and sieved. Theses
powders are sold as Dhoop Powders. This powder when sprinkled on cinder emits
perfumed smoke.
Tablet Incense :
The above mentioned powdered mix is moulded in tablet form with the help of
pressure and little quantity of wood adhesive(Jigat). These tablet when placed on
cinder emit smoke with perfume.
Perfumed Chips Incense :
The wood chips of agar, sandal wood or any other soft woods are marinated with
perfume for a couple of days, so that the perfume is absorbed by the chips. These
when kept on cinder emit perfume.
Flexible Incense on Thread :
In some parts of India the masala of flora incense is rolled on a thick cotton thread, 1
feet long with a ring on the top. These incense threads are hanged horizontally by
keeping a distance of 1 feet between the thread and the wall. Lit at the open end the
incense thread will emit fragrance for hours.
Fragrant Incense Coils :
Dhoop powder mixed with adhesive is extruded by a simple machine to give long
vermicelli type product. This is placed in circular form and dried. The open end when
lit will emit fragrance for a long time.
Fragrant Perfumed Candles :
Coloured wax is mixed with 2 to 5% of wax perfume and poured into different fancy
moulds with the wick at the centre. On cooling the candles are taken out of the moulds.
Theses candles emit light fragrance and are ornamental.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF PRODUCTS AS INCENSE :
DHOOP INCENSE / WET DHOOP
This 'Soft Dhoop" type of incense is usually found to be used in North India, and is
an age old tradition. It was prepared by using traditional herbs and in one of the texts it
is found that the Astagandha Dhoop was prepared using agar, tagar, chandan, barucha,
nagarmota, chadila, kapur kachari, gugul, kat, khus and saturated with ghee, pounded to
make an solid paste.
In recent years, a different method of making dhoop was adopted, and it contains
dhoop lakdi, a rhizome, botanical name : Jurinea macrocephala - Bentn. Family Compositae. This aromatic root is hammered into a sticky mass mixed with various
fragrant raw materials (in powdered form) and mixed with suitable oils for a consistent
uniform thick paste. Different formulations are adopted by different manufacturer's
depending upon the climatic conditions of that particular location or market. These
formulations require seasonal readjustments.

Dhoop Lakdi
Nagar Mota
Chandan
Chadila
Kupur Kachari
Perfumes
Gugul
Khus / Vativer
Honey
Ghee / Suitable Oil
Water

Formulae 1

Formulae 2

.................... 200
.................... 20
.................... 200
.................... 20
.................... 10
.................... 25
.................... 5
.................... 2
.................... 200
.................... 400
.................... q.s.

.................... 400
.................... 10
.................... 100
.................... 20
.................... 10
.................... 50
.................... 10
.................... 0
.................... 200
.................... 400
.................... q.s.
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Consumer behaviour

THE USE OF FRAGRANCE IN AGARBATHIES

Consumer using a particular brand of agarbathi in an established packing prefer
buying the same brand without paying conscious attention to its odour value. But if the
packing is changed he / she will have a momentary doubt whether the product will be
the same as always. In the purchase of this new product he / she will pay conscious
attention to the odour / quality of sticks. If the sticks are same as before he / she will
feel reassured that the product is unchanged. If the fragrance differs and if consumer
has not been informed about the nature of such change through advertisement or label
copy, he / she may become suspicious of the product. He / she may change the
product Imitators take the benefit of this psychological consumer faith and sell fake
brands.
If a new product is purchased the buyer will critically, evaluate the product.
Fragrance is a functional attribute and is the main reason why people buy and use this
product. Manufacturers attempt to develop better incense sticks with fragrance that
are more refreshing, diffusing, near to nature and differ form ones that are already
available. There are may types of fragrance that go into agarbathi.
1) Luxury
2) Stong
3) Fleeting
4) Natural

verses
verses
verses
verses

Economy
Mild
Long lasting
Synthetic

The selection of fragrance for agarbathi is generally done by the president or the
owner of the company. Availability of the raw materials and the knowledge of Natural
Essential oils, Aromatic Chemicals, Perfume specialities play an important role in
making a fragrance for agarbathi. Most of the agarbathi units are managed by
Marketeers having little or no knowledge of Perfumery blending and are dependent on
one or many perfumery houses for their blends Psychologically the owner of the
agarbathi unit does not want to be dependent but lack of ' the art of blending' he creates
some mixtures by buying ready made compounds and creates his own blend. These
products normally lead to low acceptance than the one blended individually by the
proprietor. They may by physically and chemically incompatible with the incense
sticks. They could be more expensive without performing better than the available
brands.

Fragrance is used in amazingly diverse range of consumer products. Agarbathi in
one such product and not much work has been done on this subject. Fragrance in
Agarbathi is a major component influencing both its quality and functional aspects and
at the same time it is the most important item which helps the consumer to differentiate
between brands. It thus plays a major role in support brand image and market position.
Fragrance, to be used on an incense stick poses a special challenge to the chemist due to
its complexities and peculiarities of consumer response related to the secrecy
surrounding the odour composition - the perfumery compound.
An understanding of Relationship between attributes & benefits and their
purposeful use is the key to the developing and marketing Agarbathies. With the
emphasis on fragrance, let us explain the relationship.
Fragrance can be a liquid. viscose or a solid with its own physical & chemical
properties. It is also a ' sensation' experienced either consciously or subconsciously,
which effect people in different " hard to verbalize ways " . The chemical & physical
properties are important to the chemist while the marketeer is more concerned with its
psychological effects.
1. Attributes & Benefits : In our factories we make incense sticks. In our home /
offices we evoke the blessing of the almighty by burning agarbathi. They are also used
as air fresheners or just for a joy mood. By burning these you feel better and every thing
surrounding you becomes pleasant and this is primary benefit.
Secondary benefit relate to its deodorant properties which keeps the room free
from foul odours. Inhalation of ' perfumed smoke ' incense may help in the ways
suggested by Aroma therapy. These are secondary benefits.
2. Fragrance Selection , Monitoring Fragrance Quality : Incense stick should smell
pleasant when unlit. As soon as a person opens a packet, he / she without fail smells at
it before lighting it. The fragrance emitted is the single most important quality to
indicate the extent, to where incense stick is likely to deliver the benefits most desired.
Brand awareness as well as recommendations by friends and dealers influence the
purchase of agarbathi. Consumers tend to trust the sales persons recommendation
regarding the quality of the product. The consumer quest is for a psychological
assurance of a ' fragrant atmosphere '.
Effectiveness is very hard to measure and there is very little relationship between
actual performance and consumer faith.
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Above weight age can be added if the following table is also answered
I definitely will buy it
I probably will buy it
I may or may not buy it
I probably will not buy it
I definitely will not buy it

none better
one of the best
A lot better than average
A little better than average
Above average / below average

The Consumers may use words like sweet, light, heavy, strong, fresh, spicy, dirty,
heady, medicinal, woody, citrusy, green, fatty, and critical analysis will give more
meaningful images of the consumers mind.

Fragrance in agarbathi is tested within a limited circle of friends and consumers and
may not be able to get the right response of critical examination of the fragrance.
There is no right method of selection of fragrance. The method vary in the time,
money and effort they require. Fragrance decision are mostly made by individuals who
head the Organisation. Consumers cannot tell you directly the importance of odour in
an agarbathi. His awareness of other known products may influence his evaluation of
the product. The consumers knowledge of a large variation of fragrance is in infancy,
and the test will results in preference of the known. I am convinced that consumer test
will be misleading than beneficial. It is better to listen to an expert. Consumer test may
be alright if we know how to run it.

The other statements or judgements of the consumers are as follows :
Exciting
Strong
Passive
Beautiful
Depressing

Soothing
Weak
Active
Ugly
Exalting

The finding obtained through these methods can be useful in a number of ways
and help the marketeer to know the extent of fragrance appeal to the consumers. The
fragrance contributes positively to agarbathi by virtue of its communication function.
3. Some Properties of Fragrance : Fragrance is a sensation. A fragrance is a
complex mixture of chemicals of natural, nature identical and synthetic origin. In
order to be right for the product, a fragrance must be compatible with it both as a
sensation in a psychological and aesthetic sense and as a mixture of chemicals, in a
physical, chemical and physiological sense.
It has been noted that there is some interaction between fragrance and Agarbathi
i.e., the contents of agabathi, like charcoal, Jigatu, Bamboo, white chips, S.W. Dust etc.,
The odorant molecules migrate between the agarbathi's various wood products until a
stable distribution pattern is reached. The length of the period may range from less
then an hour to few days. Exhaustive study has to be made this regard . In later stages in
which the agarbathi remains include storage at production point, distribution and retail
level, the consumers home and untill the packet is opened as well as the period of time
taken to consume / use the last stick in the packet bought by the consumer.
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Successful industries, although short of technical fragrance training, have good
sense of consumer wants. This is more likely because of a ' natural selection process' at
work. Wrong decisions often wind-up their business. The industry is guided by'
change of fragrance acceptance ' from time to time. Hence Firm & quick decisions by
powerful individuals, lead to successful business even if time to time, they are
disastrously wrong.
Many successful firms, who have developed new products are far concerned about
Fragrance & stability. The proprietor picks up some fragrances or Aroma chemicals
from his sample shelves-hopefully but not necessarily ones that he intends to use. If at
first demonstration the fragrance is liked, it may become a permanent part of
formulation. If he is truly lucky all may go well, but this is not the recommended mode
of fragrance selection. The owner is more interested in looking for blends that
contribute to his sales graph.
Consumer should have in hand for evaluation a product that is close to its final stage
together with cartoon label, Name, USP and advertising copy. Only then the image is
clear and fragrance clearly evaluated. The results may be noted down as the following
table suggests.
1) Excellent
2) Very good
3) Good
4) Fair
5) Poor

1) Dislike completely
2) Dislike somewhat
3) Dislike a little
4) Neither like nor dislike
5) Like a little
6) Like somewhat
7) Like completely
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Finally we consider some aspects that are equally important to the person who uses
the fragrant agarbathies and the perfumer who creates them, their action over time and
across space, the way they interact and the way they communicate. The perceived
intensity of the fragrance emitted by incense stick is related to the odour concentration
in the air that enters the perceiver's nose. This concentration depends on the
concentration of odourant on the agarbathi. Hence we may say that the active life of
fragrance begins the moment the agarbathi is taken out of packet and ends when the lit
agarbathi extinguishes and the odour ceases to be perceptible. The active life depends
on the nature of fragrance and on the fragrance intensity.
A herbal / masala agarbathi where all ingredients are non volatile and are in high
concentration and usually left at room temperature may retain the odour for long
period of time or even years. Odours determine life of the agarbathi and is much
shorter than marketeer desires. Some fragrances are lost before they are used. If such
fragrances are used the manufacturers should change the fragrance as base of the
agarbathi cannot be much altered or changed. As agarbathi is lit most of the volatile
top notes are lost, hence agarbathies must be developed with less of top notes and more
of middle and base notes.
The fragrance used on agarbathi should have diffusiveness and radiance and
fragrance must be perceptible over a distance from the stick where it is lit. Here lies
the art of fragrance blending for agarbathies. Volatile perfumes are diffusive but this
character is lost, if we increase the fixatives. With much trial and error methods, this
can be achieved and balanced. Agarbathies to a limited extent helps in masking
unwanted odours but they do not cover the undesired note, they surround it with their
notes in such a way that it is no longer recognisable and the new elicties different and
less disagreeable association.
The best fragrant agarbathi is probably the one which has a fragrance that is
noticeable and characteristics in the packet and smells the same during burning.
It is rightly said.
" FRAGRANCES ARE NOT JUST PLEASING SENSATIONS
BUT MEANINGFUL MESSAGES. "

At the production level, the fragrance must not be lost through evaporation, and
through precipitation, and ideally, it should not change when applied on agarbathi.
When used on agarbathi it should not be ' Swallowed up ' by the agarbathi. On the
other hand the bathi should retain the fragrance untill all the sticks are used. Fragrance
on a smelling strip and on a agarbathi in the laboratory may show on first evaluation
good smell. but after few hours or days the fragrance may be quite different or
sometimes it may not be perceptible and this is called ' Swallowed up'. Some times
fragrance may smell good on an unlit agarbathi but perform badly on or during the
agarbathi is lit.
Fragrance applied on agarbathi when lit pass from the present state to vapour state
and travel through smoke in the air and finally to the nose of the perceiver. The
fragrance concentrate determines the intensity and quality of the perceived odour. The
higher the molecules in air, the odour will be higher and the intensity of the perceived
odour. The same fragrance when applied on different base agarbathies will have
different odours and different odour intensities.
The fragrance should smell the same on burning i.e., when an agarbathi is lit and
should not irritate the eyes, or cause inhalation problems. The kind of interaction can
come into play when a fragrance used in agarbathi physical, chemical and physiological,
if we analyse and diagnose we can find a solution for this problem.
The fragrance also differs on solvents used. Fragrance with Benzyl Alcohol. Di Ethyl Pthylate, Mineral Oil and other solvents will not be the same and they may
change the intensity of the odour altogether in agarbathi.
The interaction of molecules is adjudged or evaluated by ' Human Judges ' rather
than instrumental methods. Instruments are not capable of delivering this function in
case of agarbathi. Sniffing has an advantage over instrumental analysis of being more
laborious and nose measures directly the critical variable - The odour change the
consumer is likely to observe. Trial and error still plays an important role in
development of fragrance for agarbathies.
Product packing also plays an important role in delivering the right fragrance to
consumer. Agarbathies packed in plastic or PVC containers may come in contact with
the off odours of the container and the contaminate the agarbathi odour.
Manufacturers should make detailed study on packaging aspect before the fragrant
agarbathi is delivered to the market. Storage test should be conducted using agarbathi
samples in different packing to determine the action of container odour with fragrance.
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KAP SYSTEM

Burning Characteristics of Some Regularly Used Aroma
Chemicals/Essential Oils in Agarbathi / Incense Sticks

Good manufacturing practices for organised agarbathi industry.

Experiment :

Quality is a degree of excellence and each organisation tries to make quality products. To attain
and maintain quality, some simple procedures are to be adopted and maintained. KAP
SYSTEM is one of them.
KAP SYSTEM is common sense well documented. It ensures satisfaction and fulfillment of
employers, employees and customers. The system will become a handy tool for effective
control of operations, create confidence in the minds of customer, ensure continuous and
consistent improvement on all fronts. The system will not allow you to remain static. KAP
SYSTEM is a system that documents the processes you need. If the processes in the
organisation are of good quality and are followed vigorously, the output products are
automatically bound to be of good quality.
The standards mentioned plug-in almost all loop holes for avoiding known causes of quality
failures through standardisation of quality management system. Every industry tries to make
quality products for following reasons :
1. To be profitable.
2. To reinforce personal quality standards.
3. To maintain & increase customer satisfaction.
4. To use employees creative energies.
5. To lower costs.
6. To increase productivity.
7. To increase competitiveness.
Adopting the system we will be able to deliver products of quality, economically viable and cost
effective.
Agarbathi requires the bamboo stick, a paste based on jigut ( An Adhesive substance made
from the bark of Machilus Macaranta) Wood charcoal and series of natural / synthetic
products in various combination to provide the base fragrance. The raw material like bamboo,
wood charcoal and jigut are provided by the entrepreneur an and rolling is done at their homes
(labour). Some units do the rolling (Coating) process on machines. The perfuming part is
normally done at the premises.
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5% solution of the chemical was made with DEP and the raw agarbathi was
dipped and allowed to dry. This stick was lit to smell the odor intensity. Grades as Poor
(P), Fair (F), Good (G), and Best(B) were marked on the assessment of performance
of the chemical on burning.
A list of few chemicals have been given for reference. Exhaustive list has to
be made by the working perfumer. Normally this list is confidential as the perfumer
does not reveal his noting.
Name
Aldehyde C-8
Aldehyde C-9
Aldehyde C-10
Aldehyde C-11
Aldehyde C-11 MOA
Aldehyde C-12 MNA
Aldehyde C-12 L
Aldehyde C-14
Aldehyde C-16
Aldehyde C-18
Aldehyde C-19
Aldehyde C-20
Ambergris
AmylCinnamic Ald
Aurantiol
Basil Oil
Bezoin
Benzyl Acetate
Benzyl Benzoate
Bois-de-Rose
Cedarleaf
Cedarwood
Cinnamic Ald.
Citronellol
Clove Oil
Caumarin

Observation
P
F
B
B
B
B
B
B
F
B
P
B
B
B
B
P
G
G
G
F
P
F
F
F
P
G

Name
P. Crysol
Ecalyptol
E.Vanillin
Geraniol
Heena
Indole
Ionone
Jatamasi Oil
Kewada Oil
Lavender
Lavendin
Linalool
Musk Ketone
Musk Ambertte
Musk Xylol
Orange Oil
Patcholi
Pepper Mint
Pine Oil
Rhodinol
Rose Oxide
Sandal Wood Oil
Terpiniol
Vanillin
Vativert Oil
Ylang Ylang

Observation
F
P
B
B
B
B
B
G
P
G
P
G
F
B
B
P
B
P
P
F
G
B
F
B
F
P
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In the earlier days incense production was more an art than science. The art of
converting raw materials into finished products was confined to the family. As
production grew production scale was beyond the control of each individual and
had to be de-centralised and controlled. This required a common standard system
which could be applied universally. KAP SYSTEM is one which could be applied
to agarbathi industry. The standards are industry specific and are guidelines for
good efficient operations. This system is given for guidance, if the user finds it
necessary, he may adopt a different standard. This system is only illustrative and
not exhaustive.

Mono Graph of the Forest based Product
Sl. No. Particulars
1

Monograph title

2

Synonyms

3

Definition

4

Description

5

Physio - Chemical properties

6

Moisture content

Most of the raw materials are forest based like wood, stem, bark, leaves, gums,
flowers, natural oils, honey, water etc., and these represent substantial portion of
agarbathi. Work has to be done to ensure quality control by applying suitable
standards, monographs stating quality, parameters and standards are to be made.
Many herbs have monographs of quality control tests.

7

Total Ash - Acid soluble - water soluble

8

Foreign organic matter / inorganic matter

9

Usage

10

Direction of use

For mixed herbs it should be assured by the agarbathi / perfume manufacturer
that he has reasonably satisfied himself about the identity and purity of the
materials used. It is mentioned that the wood products must be free from insects,
foreign matter and show no evidence of deterioration. It is necessary to use
modern analytical tools to monitor the process of manufacture.

11

Storage

12

Properties when burnt

13

Properties when burnt in powdered form

14

Name of the plant

15

Geographical area

16

Season of the crop

17

Time of collection

18

Year of collection

19

Pesticidal / Incesticidal / organic cultivation

20

Product - fresh / dried

Quality control and standardisation of Raw materials

Development of Quality Control methods.
Develop a method for a routine Quality Control operation for assessment of
wood products and releasing or rejecting for the purpose of manufacture.
Concrete methods of identification and quality assessments should be developed
on modern lines by transferring all the traditional information for identification
and quality assessment.
Monographs thus prepared should have the following data :

Remarks: Eg : Source of supply, Quantity purchased etc.
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Notice board in the manufacturing hall :
On the notice board you may write the product and the quantity to be used so that the
labour will be aware of the quality/quantity to be manufactured.
The major raw materials required by the agarbathi Industry are :
Coal, Dust, Herbs, Bamboo, jigat, Perfumes and the parameters have been discussed
in the earlier chapters.
Perfume compounds as per samples accepted :
Keep one sample of every batch to test consistency of supplies. Accept raw
materials, aroma chemicals as per standards. Prefer natural essential oils with GLC
reports.
Do’s and Don’ts in the factory, manufacture and quality control
Do not lit match stick in the factory premises. Do not search items in the dark with a
help of a match-stick light or a open flame lamp. Each worker to be given an apron
made of cotton cloth to cover their legs while rolling agarbathies. Wearing a mask is
also advisable.
Do not allow rubber / plastic tags / gums to litter on the floor. These threads may
entangle legs and cause injury. Do not litter pins / clips etc. on the floor as there is
more labour movement on the floor.
Do not make excess adhesive with topiaca / wheat which may get fermented or spoilt
on storage.
Gums used are inflammable. Care must be taken that no flame is near the gum /
PVC papers used in packing. Avoid using plastic trays and use galvanized tin/steel
trays.
While making masala bathies and where the process is heat process do not use
wide mouth vessels. Instead use a hallow cylinder type and see the material is
1/5th the volume of the vessel. Chances are that some of the mixtures may ooze
out in a wide mouth vessel and catch fire on heating. Ex. : Rosin when heated
with oil to make silaras.
Do not spill powders like jigut / dust / coal on the floor as they turn slippery
when or in contact with water.
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Storage :
The space provided should have adequate lighting and ventilation. Our industry uses
gums like Jigat which should be stored separately in dry place as moisture may
deteriorate the quality of adhesion. Coal and wood dust are fine powders and space
should be provided so that they do not disturb the required quality on usage. Each bag
should be stored in seperate sections with proper label to differentiate and identify
the raw material. Normally the illiterate labour mixes the dough. Hence proper
labeling (Identification marks) will make the job easy.
Always try to store pulverised powders atleast 3 inches above ground level.
The herbal mixtures and individual herbal products which are pulverized look similar
on physical appearance, hence specific identification marks are required to identify the
products.
Bamboo splits are available in different sizes. and should be stored in a moisture free
environment. Bamboos are prone to get infected in damp conditions and this will
destroy the quality of bamboo.
Perfumes or agarbathi compounds come in aluminum containers / plastic carboys or
HDPE barrels. Keep enough space between these products and identification marks
should be such that the perfume or the solvent should not wash out the name written
on the cans.
Packaging material inventory is huge and proper label / identity will make the job
easier if they are properly placed. The place should be clean, clear and dry. Try to keep
as low a level of inventory in packaging materials.
Manufacturing operation / control :
Selection, weightment of raw materials should be done in presence of competent
authority. If the raw materials are not properly mixed or wrongly added, you may have
to repeat the whole lot with huge losses. (Eg. : If jigat is added less that the required
quality you may get broken bathies or you may not be able to roll the dough on the
bamboo stick. If added more it might harden the bathi with undesired results.) (Eg.: If
a wrong perfume is taken for processing instead of the one required by the sales
department you may end up with a huge stock of the undesired product, indirectly
burdening the finances of the unit.
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Quality controls are prescribed to ensure that raw materials used are free from
adulteration. The process is mentioned to maintain some standards check on quality
from time to time and lastly to ensure the product procured is of acceptable quality.

Dry agarbathies in shade - sun-dried bathies will have more broken bathies than dried
in shade.
Soft music if possible keeps labour in good spirits and relieves boredom

Competition and customer expectations demand consistent effort to improve even
on success. Quality and cost are complimentary not conflicting business objectives.
Good quality fundamentals lead to good resource utilization and hence to good
productivity and low quality costs.

Give them the best selected bamboo sticks (Fibre and Dust free). Bamboo sticks can
be cleaned by rubbing the splits in a gunny bag.
Cellophane and aluminum foil are best materials for storage. Use them where ever
possible.

Packaging :
A good detergent or liquid soap to clean hands after the dough is mixed.
The aim of packaging is to protect the product during handling, transport and
storage until it is finally used. The packaging material should not effect the quality of
the product. Ensure packaging materials to confirm the specific requirements. Eg :
Master carton containing many units of agarbathi should conform to standards that
it should not break open in transit or handling.
Place of manufacture: Factory / Shed Premisses :
The Incense industry does not require any heavy machines for production. However
it involves a lot of labour to do different tasks. Hence the premisses should have
enough space for movement of goods, logical placement of raw material to avoid
contamination, adequate provision for light and air (Ventilation) and finally to take
care of the work force for a clean hygienic room (Free from rodents and cobwebs and
be dust free.
Clean potable drinking water should be provided to the work force to have their
lunch during the lunch break.

Do keep perfumes / Aroma chemicals in cool and tightly closed containers or under
inert atmosphere. In case of spillage / leakage take up the material with a noncombustable absorbing material. Remove the waste and ventilate the room.
Prepare the worker for the change. Show them the benefits of quality working. Invite
suggestions and promote them. Consult workers to ensure their participation. This
will keep the resistance to change by keeping their ego satisfied. Educate the worker on
the work he / she is assigned.
A day to day stock statement as given below if maintained will be an added advantage
in manufacturing and Control
Day - to - Day Production / Stock Chart
Sl.
No.

Particulars

Opening
Stock

Intake
Stock

Total
Stock

Name of the Product
Date :

Batch No.

Reject
Total Balance Stock /
Consumed
Damage Consumed Opening Stock Remarks
Stock
for next day
Waste Stock Stock

Electrical installations should be proper and safe. Use ISI specified standard
equipments.
Fire fighting equipments should be handy and maintained properly if in case of
emergencies as our industry uses all inflammable materials. The unit should have a
proper safe exit.
Fire fighting measures :
Means of extinction : Carbon di Oxide, Dry chemical, Foam. If water must be used,
use as a spray.
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To deodorize your hands from the smell of perfume / aroma compound, take a
few drops of coconut oil and rub it on your palm for ten minutes. Then wash your
hands with soap water. It will reduce the smell.
QC development:
It is normally observed that without documentation the control of quality slips to a
level acceptable or non acceptable. So the following measures help in control.
1.

When deviation occurs (regarding the thickness of the bathi rolled or the
ends) left for ornamentation or identification) assure the corrective action.

2.

Attach to the raw material purchase order the necessary specifications and
any specific requirement (Eg. : Jigut is available in 3 varieties.)

3.

Perform inspection tests / verification of purchase material as specified in
the purchase order.

4.

Ensure all equipments (Scales) are calibrated before reuse.

First Aid Kit is a must in every industry. It should contain the minimum medicines for
Injury - due to hammer / knife / scissors, Burns, Sprains, Eye care etc.,
Measures in case of spillage on floor or person :
In case any of the agarbathi powders, perfumes or aroma chemicals come in eye
contact or skin contact it is advised to flush the part with water for atleast 15 minutes. If
irritation develops get medical attention. In case of ingestion, drink lots of water to
dilute substance. Get medical attention immediately. If breathing becomes difficult due
to inhalation of concentrated perfume/aroma chemicals seek fresh air immediately. If
it continues get medical attention.
Office should have a separate space to handle audits accounts, and maintaining the
work / sale related records.
Exhaust fan helps in circulation of fresh air.
A clean lavatory is a must.
Think the place to be a place of worship and maintain sanctity.
Sign language installed in appropriate places help in communication. A few symbols
have been illustrated for reference.

Advantage of adopting the KAP SYSTEM :
It helps to identify problem areas, possible solutions and provide consistency. It
helps the top management to understand what is actually happening on the
production front.

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

FIRST AID

EXIT

NO SMOKING

NO FIRE

DO NOT TOUCH

HAND WASH

DINING

TOILET

TOILET

Quality awareness will be a way of life. Parameters bring in responsibility and
accountability.
Detection - Tolerates wastage, Prevention - Avoids wastage.
The quality system gives the desired product and avoids time and money spent on
multiple inspections. The Quality system improves efficiency and reduces
inspection and rework. Reduces litigation because evidence can be produced, that
the supplies made, confirm to agreed specifications.

Perfuming :
While making an agarbathi perfume the perfumer works with a “perfumery organ” and
makes a lot of trial blends to make a good perfume. Always use a pre-washed dry steel
/ Galvanised container and stirrer for different perfume blends.
Normally the perfumer wipes his hands to a tissue paper or a cloth after additions. It is
advised to have a pot or a bucket filled with water to drop these wiped tissues or cloth
to avoid any hazards that occur while adding aroma chemicals, perfumes and gums.

Finally the system revolves around making quality incense.
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